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Executive Summary
NetSuite’s cloud-based business platform is used by more than 26,000 customers across 215 countries.
For the insurance industry, NetSuite complements the line of business underwriting or brokerage
applications, delivering secure, real-time capabilities for the modern CFO, who not only needs data for
financial modelling but access to business performance metrics and real-time assessments of risk.
NetSuite from FinanSys supports SME’s of all growth trajectories whilst easing implementation through
industry leading practices, clear process alignment pre-contract and full training, and customer life-cycle
support.

Benefits of Cloud and SaaS

Flexibility and Scalability
•
•
•

Applications up and running in a fraction of
the time
Pay for what you use, not for what you
might use
Scale up and scale down as required

Affordability
•
•
•

No upfront costs
No unnecessary IT maintenance staff
Improved cash flow management

Rapid growth
•
•
•

No barriers to international expansion
Faster deployment
Test and iterate new products and service

Security and compliance
•
•
•

Latest certifications automatically updated
EU-Safe Harbour and other data
sovereignty and compliance needs,
automatically updated
Single code base allows for faster, unified
security upgrades

Security and compliance
•
•
•
•

Seamless upgrades
Continuity guarantees
Customisations preserved post-upgrade
Continual service improvements to prevent
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Why Insurance Companies Belong in the Cloud

Introduction
Has there been a more exciting time to be at
the forefront of business? Change has become
commonplace across business, with the insurance
industry being forced into a rapid evolution.
Emerging companies are increasingly able to exploit
the use of technology to offer more varied and price
competitive products. Smart phones have created
a new means of distributing insurance products
and logging claims, whilst the vast amounts of
data generated create the opportunity for improved
underwriting and new products. As an example,
the past decade has seen an increase in telematics
insurance for drivers, with premiums based on a
multitude of factors such as driving style, time of day
spent driving, location and many more.
We have also seen a number of instant insurance
products, designed to support the needs of the gig
economy, with coverage needed for a matter of hours,
not days.

Acceleration brings great challenges, of course, but it
also means unprecedented opportunity to shape the
future.
As in other sectors, change in the insurance industry
is the new normal. Just think of the prospect of major
political and regulatory change in Europe. Yet change
can only be embraced if the underlying technology can
support it, allowing business to flourish and providing
a platform for innovation at speed.
A wide range of insurance policies available in the
market, and the impact of aggregators, such as
Confused.com, means that policyholders are more
frequently reviewing their insurance requirements and
switching between insurers has never been easier.
However, according to DLA Piper, this has not resulted
in a race to provide the cheapest policies but to use
technology to differentiate and create more tailored
offerings.
Unfortunately, not all insurers are equipped to keep up
with the pace of change.
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Legacy systems remain in use throughout much
of the insurance industry and are rarely directly
connected to the front-office platforms.
This leads to disjointed processes as files are
exported from the platform, manipulated in a myriad
of spreadsheets to create the appropriate financial
double entry before being manually uploaded into the
accounting system. This process risks manual errors,
lacks auditability and often adds to ‘spreadsheet hell’
experienced in many organisations. The knock-on
effect is the insurer being incapable of adequately
supporting the aforementioned market changes.
Therefore, one of the most under-appreciated risks
is to allow disproportionate business responsibility
for data reporting and manipulation to sit with the
finance team. Not only is there risk in manipulation
and posting of the data, but the back-office often
reveals other inefficiencies.

Month-end processing times are longer than needed,
leading to delays in reporting packs, and timely
business information. Visibility and presentation of
the metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs)
can be reduced, often by the manipulation and
aggregation required by the accounting packages.
The solution is to implement underlying technology
that aides in liberating and enabling— cloud
technology. It liberates insurance providers by
streamlining and automating back-end processes,
and it enables transformation through its inherent
scalability and flexibility and its ability to support core
business applications for insurers.

Cloud Platform
SAAS

New Branch Office

HQ

Home

Mobile Access

Overseas Office

Benefits

Cost Effective

Anytime
Access

Scalable

Built for
Growth

Secure

Any Place
Anywhere Access
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The Cloud – Characteristics and Benefits

Cloud computing enables organisations to store and
access data remotely—across the internet— without
the need to invest in dedicated server, storage and
networking equipment. Moreover, the cloud provides
a platform on which businesses can run core
applications and services that would have previously
sat in-house or in a dedicated space within a data
centre. Here’s why:
The cloud is affordable and cost-effective.
Traditionally, organisations needed to buy multiple
servers from which they would run applications
and services. It proved an expensive, upfront
commitment and required that they purchased
enough storage for peak usage, as well as an
experienced IT team to manage and maintain it. By
contrast, cloud offers a pay-as-you-go service—use
what you need, when you need it. A manageable,
operational-only model has replaced an expensive
capital-first model.
The cloud is flexible and scalable. An operational
model also means there’s no in-house infrastructure
deployment. That means cloud installations can be
up and running in a fraction of the time traditional IT

projects take. Flexibility also means organisations
can scale up and scale down access and capacity
as required. The ability to quickly adjust computing
capability is useful for systems in the insurance
sector that deal with peaks of demand, such as the
claims that follow a devastating storm or natural
disaster, or when handling the increasing volume of
telematics and wearable data that will be generated
as consumers turn to more personalised forms of
insurance.
The cloud enables international expansion. Cloud
provides an engine for growth because of this
ability to deploy services on a pay-as-you-go basis.
Where overseas expansion was once exclusively
for capital-rich multinationals reliant on on-theground infrastructure, today all businesses have the
opportunity to compete in international markets. This
is the case for insurance providers that are looking to
take advantage of the potential growth in emerging
markets such as Asia and Latin America, or when
domestically expanding operations to take advantage
of new opportunities. And the cloud is the reason
why smaller players have been able develop services
to compete with larger, more established insurers.
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SaaS – Characteristics and Benefits

There is little doubt that cloud computing has
inherent benefits, but it is only when organisations
use it to run their main business applications that
true value is realised.
Before discussing the potential advantages of cloudbased software, it is important to make clear the
distinction between true cloud applications—a class
known as Software-as-a- Service (SaaS)—and cloud
hosting, application management or application
outsourcing. Where SaaS represents a material
change from traditional, on-premise IT, the other
options offer merely incremental change, sharing
many of the disadvantages of traditional IT such as
relying on dedicated hardware and software, slow
implementation, disruptive upgrades, and costly
management and maintenance. For many insurers,
this means a failure to depart from the norm, whilst
some slow incremental changes may be made, they
are often too slow and inadequate to keep up with
the pace of change.

SaaS applications are built on two
key principles—self-service and multitenancy.
Self-service underlines the autonomy of the SaaS
model—use what’s required, customise at will and
pay for what you use. A multi-tenancy approach,
meanwhile, provides a single instance of a software
solution, virtualised across several machines, that
serves multiple customers.
Multi-tenancy offers a number of advantages
including fast deployment, seamless upgrades and

economies of scale. Single-tenancy, by contrast,
is expensive, inefficient and lacks scalability. For
insurance companies, the need to integrate systems
from acquired businesses and to offer new and
innovative services to customers means the multitenancy approach works well.
Speed of deployment. Implementing SaaS
applications is quicker than an on-premise alternative
because cloud-based software, such as NetSuite’s
offering, requires no additional hardware. That
means there’s no need to procure and install
dedicated IT infrastructure. As a result, a business
can roll out to regional offices just as easily as it can
to its headquarters—a capability insurance providers
looking to expand into new geographies or roll out
new services could benefit from. For example, onpremise systems typically takes a year to deploy1.
By contrast, cloud platform deployment, customised
to match business need, usually takes three to six
months. Deploying at speed can effectively buy
insurers time, making a significant difference in
gaining an advantage over competitors.
Seamless upgrades. Until recently, the insurance
sector was known to rely heavily on ageing
infrastructure. This is often because customisations
tie organisations to an existing version for fear of
losing all those changes when product updates
are introduced. That’s the dilemma for those who
manage software in-house. There are no such
problems with the SaaS model where customisations
can be abstracted from the underlying application
and infrastructure. NetSuite supports managed
customisations such as custom reports and scripts,
workflows, and schema changes.
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1

How cloud ERP compares to on-premise ERP

SaaS – Characteristics and Benefits

Uptime and continuity guarantees.
Cloud technology is designed to handle spikes in
demand and ensure continuity of service—both of
which are important capabilities in an industry where
consumers and businesses are heavily reliant
on the services provided when things go wrong.
Customers benefit from the scale of the service,
which means hardware failure can be isolated
rather than threaten day-to-day operations.
Economies of scale. Size brings savings. NetSuite,
for example, supports more than 26,000
customers in the cloud and each benefits from the
others’ presence. Not only do businesses avoid
significant capital costs, the costs of maintenance,
security, customisation and upgrades are not
borne by a single customer.

Security and compliance. Cloud software providers
such as NetSuite make security their business by
following rigorous disaster recovery and backup
procedures—and by ensuring up-to-date
industry standard data security certification,
such as compliance with ISO 27001. Once again,
economies of scale come into play: a cloud
application provider is able to devote resources
to security beyond an organisation hosting the
same application locally. Finally, because SaaS
applications typically run on a single code base,
security upgrades are faster to install.
Anytime, anywhere access. SaaS applications
mean access from anywhere—from headquarters,
branch and regional offices, from home and on
the road. Secure internet access provides peace
of mind and, coupled with tablet and smartphone
optimisation, it makes real the promise of a truly
mobile workforce.
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Why Insurance Companies Belong in the Cloud

NetSuite’s cloud-based business platform is
used by more than 26,000 customers across 215
countries. For the insurance industry, NetSuite
complements the line of business underwriting or
brokerage applications, delivering secure, real-time
capabilities for the modern CFO, who not only needs
data for financial modelling but access to business
performance metrics and real-time assessments of
risk.
NetSuite supports businesses of all sizes through
all growth trajectories whilst easing implementation
through industry leading practices, clear process
alignment pre-contract and full training, and
customer lifecycle support.
NetSuite delivers a multifaceted single version of
the truth at all levels of the organisation regardless
of the number of legal entities implemented. It
democratises access, allowing all employees to
view the right sort of data, in the right place, at the
right time. This global, real-time view of data lets
insurance providers make informed decisions that in
turn drive improvements and provide the catalyst for
change.
For C-Level executive and senior stakeholders,
consolidated operational and financial KPIs can
be seen in real-time at the click of a button, so
decisions can be made with a high degree of
confidence. Operational benefits see manual errors
reduced and time redirected towards data analysis
and interpretation, rather than raw transactional
processing. Processes can be followed without
‘login/logout’ between departments, reducing
frustration and inefficiencies of finance individuals or
shared service centres.

NetSuite provides an open and secure API
architecture to integrate other platforms and data
sources, and its platform tools allow for integrations
to be built by technical teams without the need for
middleware software and thus additional costs.
This means manual and spreadsheet-based Extract
Transform Load (ETL) processes can be configured
into the integration, saving time and reducing
inefficiencies. Integrations are made easier with the
single NetSuite database, allowing for a scalable
design should the number of entities or operational
complexity increase in the future. The multi-tenant
architecture of the NetSuite application means all
customers are always on the latest version of the
software, avoiding the ‘version lock’ associated
with legacy infrastructure that sees the prohibitive
cost and reimplementation of configurations and
integrations to simply upgrade to the latest software
version.
Cloud technologies delivered through SaaS
business models have reduced cost and risk for
many organisations. True cloud, multi-tenanted
applications shift the burden of sunk and hidden
costs of IT spend such as hardware purchase,
maintenance, support and system upgrade to the
software vendor. This delivers a lower total cost of
ownership of software to customers and reduces IT
spend as a percentage of turnover. Simultaneously,
it allows business to redirect efforts towards the
operational configuration of the software, ensuring
that the highest return on investment is realised from
the purchase.
The cloud really does underpin transformation, and
SaaS is the best way to deliver the applications that
are key to business success.
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Adoption Criteria

When contemplating a move to cloud-based applications, it is important to set the decision against
business imperatives and against the cost and benefits of the current IT setup. Consider the following
adoption criteria:
Adoption Criteria

Questions to ask the business
•

Implementation,
continuity and
maintenance

•
•

•
•

Growth

•

•

Cost benefit

•

•
•

Access

•

•

Data security

•
•

Does speed of implementation provide
competitive advantage?
What will be the business downsides of
slow deployment/customisation?
How many man-days are currently
lost each year to upgrade cycles and
maintenance?

Are you planning expansion into new
markets in the next 12-24 months?
Does expansion include international
growth?
Are you in the process of introducing new
products and services in the next 12-24
months?

How much did your existing server,
storage and networking set up cost to
install?
How much does it cost on a monthly
basis to run, including staff costs?

Would your business benefit from realtime access to applications and data?
Would your business benefit from 24/7
access to applications and data?
Would your business benefit from any
place, anywhere access to applications
and data?

Do you have 100% visibility of your current
security processes?
Do you have confidence in those
processes?
Are you compliant with existing and
forthcoming data protection laws?

Questions to ask the SaaS supplier
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

What are your guaranteed
implementation times?
What percentage contractually
guaranteed uptime do you offer?
How many man-days are likely to be lost
to upgrade cycles each year?

How quickly can you spin up new cloud
provision?
Do you provide multi-currency, multi-tax
and multi-language services as standard?

How much would it cost to support the
current user base/usage rates?
How much would it cost if that user base/
usage increased by 10, 50 or 150 percent?

What restrictions do you place on access
to your SaaS applications?
How do you ensure security of access?

What security and data accreditation and
compliance standards do you meet?
How often do you update accreditation
and compliance?
How will you guarantee our data
sovereignty needs?
Will you provide a full export of my data
should I move SaaS provider?
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What are the next steps?
1.

Get in touch with FinanSys to schedule a call

2.

We will listen to your requirements and discuss how we can help and
the best solution for you

3.

We will then present you with a tailored demonstration and quotation

Contact us today on +44 (0) 207 456 9833 or info@finansys.com
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